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The purple is a little darker than the picture, and it is a nice cover and would normally meet my

needs. I was looking for something to fit a MacArthur Study Bible. It fits in there, but the zippers

would probably damage the binder because it's not quite large enough. What makes it nice are the

two external pockets (one on each side). I question the quality of the zippers over time but it if you

are careful with it, it could last. The main reason I have to give this 3 stars has to do with how 

advertised this product. This cover is a size Large, which was not indicated. It fits Bibles size 6 5/8"

W x 9.5" D x 2" H. If they would have told me this (it's written clearly on the tag that you can see

through the bag), I would have known it wouldn't have fit my Bible.

This is nice. It doesn't have enough room in it for my bible and a notepad so I wouldn't call it a large

bible carrier like it's listed. Other than that, it's nice. The colors and lettering are pretty. The handles

are strong. No issues with tearing or stretching.

I ordered this cover to put my ESV Study Bible in. This Bible is huge. It's really thick and I was

worried the cover would not contain it. It is, however, a perfect fit. The colors are vibrant and the

materials and good quality on this product. It has a pocket on each side of the outside casing that is

great for highlighters and pens and notecards and whatever else you need for your daily studies

and it also has a loop to put a pen and a little mesh zipper pocket on the inside for additional

storage. The handles and nice and sturdy and the construction is really excellent. I would definitely

recommend this product!

This was a gift for my wife and she just loves it. There is plenty of room for her bible, pens, note

pads, fliers, bulletins and anything else she feels is important. It is well made, attractive and the

price was right. Anyone needing a cover should consider this one. Thanks again  for having good

vendors to choose from.

I received this within a week after I placed my order.It has lasted me a while it's still good as new as

when I received it.It holds my bible, my notebook, pens and my phone.I like that it's like a purse.I

use it for church only, I'm happy with my purchase.It's a great value for the money and I recommend

this product.

This is an awesome deep color purple bible cover. It has 2 zippers so you can zip half one way half



the other. The brown under the writing is small slip pocket. Slide your church bulletin in. It also has a

compartment inside for little things.

My wife loves her case and it fits all her little needs great. The only reason why its not a five star is

because some of the pieces of the lettering came off on the 2nd day of having it. It was kind of sad

because she barely started using it, but other than that an amazing case!

My mom says this is a sturdy cover, she loves purple so i bought her this with a giant print kjv bible

with purple bible tabs. she likes the outer pocket and place for a pen inside, also.
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